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IDgpection Summary
Insnection on October 7 through November 8. 1991 (Reports No.
50-373/91019(DRSir No. 50-374/91019(DRS))
Special electrical distribution system functional inspection in
accordance with Temporary Instruction (TI) 2515/107 (; f.
Eganits: The team determined that the electrical dist oution
system was generally functional and that engineering anG

'

technical support was good. Two violations were identified
regarding the failure to demonstrate the capability of the loss
of offsite power undervoltage relay logic circuitry to,

| automatically de-energize the emergency busses for both units
(Paragraph 4.3), and two examples of inadequate testingt one
involving 480Vac circuit breakero (Paragraph 3.1.1) , and the
other involving calibration of safety related relays (Paragraph
.4.1.1). Four deviations were identified regarding starting
capabilities of safety related motors (Paragraph 3.1.9), loading
values for EDG 2A (Paragraph 3.1.10), conformance of the diesel
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fuel oil storage and transfer system to the safety requiremento
of A11SI 11-195 (Paragraph 3.3.1), and a lack of a setpoint program
for degraded voltage relays (Paragraph 4.2.1). Two unresolved
items were identified regarding adequacy of voltage provided to
safety related equipment (Paragraph 4.2.2) and a lack of a
voltage drop study for 125Vdc circuits (Paragroph 3.2.3). Two

identified regarding improper octtings ofopen items wereovercurrent relays to protect the 4.16kV ESP motors from short
circuits (Paragraph 3.1.0) and replacement of the Unit 2,
Division Two, 125 volt battery (Paragraph 3.2.1). The team
observed both strengths and weaknesces which are more fully
described in the Executive Summary of this report.
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Executivo SumnaEy
r

During the period of October 7 through November 8, 1991, a Region !
III inspection team conducted an electrical distribution system

:

functional inspection (EDSFI) at the LaSallo County Statlon to !

review the design and implomontation of the plant olectrical
distribution system (EDS) and the adoquacy of the Engineering and
Technical Support (E&TS) organizations. The team reviewed the

,

'
,

electrical and mechanical support systems of the EDS, examined i

installed EDS equipment, observed field activltios, reviewod EDS
topting and proceduros, and interviewod solocted corporato and
sito personnol.

The team considered the design and implomontation of the EDS at
LaSallo to be generally acceptable. Design attributos of the EDS :

woro retrievable and verifiable. The team found the EDS and
related support equipment properly installed in tho plant und
considered the external material condition and housekeeping of
the EDS to be strengths. In addition, the team considered the

,

quality of the surveillance testing program and the Lessons '

Learned Program to be strengths. The team concluded that
overall the engincoring and technical support organizations were
adequato. Engineering staffing levels appeared to be adequate; ,

however, the training program for engincors needed improvonent.
Engineerina calculations were technically sound, although the
team identified some calculation weaknossos. The interface
between Engineering and Operations appeared to be adequate. In
addition, the team considered the knowledge and exportise of the
engineering staff that interfaced with the team to be very good.

Several of the teams's concerns resulted in identification of
violations of NRC requirements. Examples included:

' - Inadequate testing of 480Vac circuit breakers.

Iack of a program to perform calibration of non Technical*

Specification safety related relays.

Failure to test the capability of the safety related-*

undervoltage auxiliary relay contacts to do-onergizo tho
safety related buses.>

Several of the team's concerns resulted in deviations of UFSAR
requirements. For examplo:

Safety related motors woro purchased with starting*

capabilities-which were limited to 80%-of their nominal-
voltage value.

The loading on EDG 2A was 2727kW while the UFSAR identified*

a rating of 2627kW.
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Executive Summary i

:

A formal sotpoint methodology for th2 degraded voltago !*

relays that addroscos all-known instrument errors was not
established. !

;
'

The diesel fuel oil storage and transfor syntoms did not*

conform to the safety requirements of Allsi 11-195.
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1.0 ligtion on Previo.nnly_ldenti fimL_ Inspection E.indingn

a. Closed _1373/88012-01) Violati2D - This violation concerned
the failure to properly identify and correct deficiencies
associated with the drywell temperaturo monitoring program.

The team determined that the noted deficiencies had been
corrected by the licensee. The drywell temperature recorder
was repaired. Also, the licensco increased frequency of
temperaturo monitoring and qualified life evaluations when
temperature excurnions were experienced. This was donc
until the drywoll modification to add additional cooling
capacity was completed in 1990. The team had no further
concerns. This item is considered closed,

b. gigacd (373431Q12-02) Unresolved Itan - This item related to
equipment deficiencies identified during an inspection
performed inside the drywell. Large reflective insulation
gaps were noted near the MSIVs which contributed to the
excessivo drywell temperature problem. In addition, broken
soal tight conduits were noted at junction boxes.

The team was informed that the insulation gaps were repaired
and that an insulation walkdown was performed prior to
drywell closeoat. In addition, work requests were issued to
correct the noted deficiencies and measures were taken to
prevent recurrence. The team had no further concerns. This
item is considered closed.

c. Closed (374/88011-01) V.Lolation - This violation concerned
failure to submit a special report to the NRC which included
an analysis to demonstrato the continued operability of
safety relief valves (SRVs) affected by excessive drywell
temperatures.

The team reviewed the licencee's correctivo actions taken to
address this violation. The actions included revision to
the drywell temperature monitoring surveillance program to
provide clear directions on required actions when Technical
Specification limits or equipment qualification setpoints
have been exceeded; and to provide a mechanism to record the
data which tracks abnormal temperature conditions. The team
had no further concerns. This item is considered closed.

2.0 Introduction

During electrical inspections at various operating plants in the
country, the NRC staff identified various significant EDS
deficiencies. Examples included unmonitored and uncontrolled
load growth on safety buses and inadequate modifications, design
calculations, testing, and qualification of commercial-grado
equipment used in safety related applications. The NRC

1
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considered weak Engineering and Technical Support (E&TS) to be
one cause of these deficiencico.

The objectives of this inspection were to assess the performance
capability of the LaSalle EDS and the capability and performance

.

of the licensee's E&TS in this area. For this inspection, the !
EDS included all the emergency sources of power to systems ;

required to remain functional during and following the design
basis events. EDS components reviewed included the EDGs, 125Vdc :
Class 1E and 250Vdc batterica and chargers, offsite circuits and !

switchyard, 4kV and 480Vac switchgears, 480Vac and 120Vac Motor :

Control Contors (MCCs), inverters, associated buses, broakers,
relays, and other miscellaneous components.

The team reviewed the adequacy of the emergency, offsite and |
onsite power sources for EDS equipment, the regulation of power
to essential loads, protection for postulated fault currents, and
coordination of the current interrupting capability of protective
devices. The team also reviewed the mechanical systems that
interface with the EDS, including air start, lube oil, and-

cooling systems for the EDGs, plus the cooling and heating
systems for the EDS equipment. The team walked-down originally

) installed and as-modified EDS equipment for configuration and
equipment ratings and reviewed qualification, testing, and
calibration records. The team assessed the capability of the
licensee's E&TS organization with respect to personnel
qualifications and staffing, timely and adequate root cause
analyses for failures and recurring problems, and engineering
involvement in design and operations. The team also reviewed
training for E&TS personnel relative to the EDS.

The team verified conformance with General Design Criteria (GDC) '

17 and 18 and the applicable 10 CFR 50, Appendix B criteria. The
team also reviewed plant Technical Specifications (TS), the

,

Updated Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), and appropriato nafety
evaluation reports (SERs) to verify that TS requirements and
licensee commitments were met.

The areas reviewed and the concerns and strengths that were
identified are described in Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 of this
report. Conclusions are given at the end of each of those
sections. A list of the personnel contacted and those who
attended the-exit meeting on November 8, 1991, is provided in j

Appendix A of the report.

3.0 Electrical Sysipms and Comnonents

3.1 Class 1E_AC Systems

In order to assess the capability of the electrical distribution :
cystem (EDS), the team reviewed the sizing, regulation,
protection and installation of selected EDS loads. The review

,

2
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included system descriptions, station UFSAR, equipment sizing
calculations, equipment specifications, electrical design '

drawings, protective relaying curves, operating procedures and
plant walkdowns.

Various critical EDS components were evaluated to assess the
,
'adequacy of important parameters such as continuous loading,

short circuit capability, etc. In addition, the EDS was reviewed
to assess its capability to provide adequate voltage-to safoty
related loads under both starting and steady state operating
conditions. The preferred power source transformers were
reviewed for their kVA capability, connections to the safety
buses and voltage regulation. The emergency diesel generators
(EDGs) were reviewed to assess the adequacy of kW rating for the
operation of EDS loads. The 4kV safety buses and their loads
were reviewed to assess load current, short circuit current
capabilities, voltage regulation, adequacy of cable connections
between loads and buses and the adoquacy of the degraded grid and
loss of power relaying schemes. The 480Vac safety buses and '

their connected loads were reviewed to assess load current, short
circuit current capabilities, voltage regulation, and the
adequacy of cable connections between loads and buses.

3.1.1 Testina of 480Vac Circuit Breakern
The team determined that the licensco was performing
instantaneous trip tests on 480Vac circuit breakers using a trip -

current of 20 to 40 times the normal rating of the breaker trip
coils, rather than the maximum 15 times specified by the vendor.
The vendor, General Electric (GE), indicated that high trip
currents could cause more than nominal breaker contact wear
(pitting or deformation) and could result in damage to breaker
overcurrent trip devices (insulation damage from overheating).
GE recommended that Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO) perform
visual inspections and testing to determine whether breaker
contact damage or breaker trip device _ damage had occurred. On
November 6, 1991, during subsequent testing, two 480V breakers
failed to meet the acceptance criteria of 65 to 125 seconds for
the.long time delay trip test. Since the failed breakers were
Technical Specification related, the licensee entered the
appropriate Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) on Units 1 and
2. After the failed breakers were repaired, the licensee exited
the LCOs.

The team determined that the licensee's engineering staff _ failed
to_ verify that the test currents specified by Sargent & Lundy
(S &L) were appropriate for the trip devices and breakers being
tested. The team considered the failure to perform tecting on
. safety related 480Vac circuit breakers in accordance with the
requirements and acceptance limits contained in applicable design
documents to be an example of a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix
B, Criterion XI (373/91019-01A; 374/91019-01A).

3
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The licensoo has not developed a comprehensivo program to
periodically test low voltago (480Vac) circuit breakers and
molded case circuit breakers. The team considered this to be a
weakness. -

3.1.2 Regraded Grig_ *-~voltane Rolayina Calculation

The team observed that calculation llo. 4266/19AZ13, dated
October 7, 1991, did not take into account the errors /tolerancos
of the various devices used in the undervoltago detecting
circuits such as tolerancos of potential transformers and relayn,
and errors in calibrating the relays. The team considered the
exclusion of errors and tolerances from the portinent
calculations to be a design weakness.

3.1.3 Cabic Sizina Desian Danig

The team noted that the licensoo did not have calculations to
verify that power cables were sized such that the cables would
not be damaged during the time it took the appropriato circuit
breaker (s) to clear a fault. The licensco stated that if the
cable was damaged, it would be replaced. The team considered the
lack of the sizing calculations to be a design weakness.

3.1.4 TraDalent Voltage Reculat1QD

The team found that there was no transiint analysis to model EDG
voltage regulation under transient conditions. The EDGs are
required to accelerate under load to full speed while maintaining
acceptable voltage at the bus. Adoquate den.onstration of this
requirement can only be provided by a combination of analysis and
testing; however, the only documentation available for
demonstrating compliance were strip recorder charts containing
voltage and frequency traces taken during a test conducted in
1982. At that timo, the momentary frequency dip was 5.2% versus
5% specified in the UFSAR. Due to the fact that the frequoney
dip was of an extremely short duration, the team did not consider
this to be a problem. liowever, the team considered the lack of a
transient lohding study for the EDGs to be a design weakness.

3.1.5 EDG lleXtral Groundina Resistor

The team observed that the EDG grounding resistors had been
installed within the EDG control cabinets. The licensee had not
performed a thermal analysis to determine whether the components
located within the cabinets could successfully operate at the
high temperatures generated by the grounding resistors. The
licensee proposed to open the door of the cabinets following a
ground fault alarm; however, this proposed solution may not be
adequate until verified by analysis. During a ground fault
condition, the energy dissipated by the grounding resistors could
be'as high as 4.5kW. The team considered the lack of such a

4
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thermal analysis to be a design weakness.

3.1.6 4kV ESF Circuit Breaker Overcurrent Protection
'

,

The team detortdned that the overcurrent protection relays for
the Division 3 4kV ESP feeder breakers were not properly set to
clear a fault when powered from the Divirion 3 EDG. In addition,
the licensee could not demonstrate that the overcurrent
protection relays for the Division 1 and 2 4kV ESF feeder
breakers would clear a fault when powe'ted from the Division 1 and
2 E DG s . The team determined that the licensee had set the
Division 3 relays to protect the 4kV basses and loads from the
higher fault currents that would be expected when the busses were
supplied by offsite power. In the event of a fault, the failure
to isolate Class 1E components from the resulting fault currents
could lead to component degradation or failure.

The licensee responded by stating that the consequences of an
uncleared fault would be limited to one division. The team
concurred with the licensee. However, the team considered this
condition to be a design weakness. This item is considered open
pending additional licensee analysis (373/91019-02(DRS); ,

374/91019-02(DRS)).

3.1.7 Seismic Oualification of 480Vqq_ ESP Switchaear

The team determined that a seismic evaluation had not been
performed to demonstrate the adequacy of racked out spare 480Vac
ESF circuit breakers installed in ESF switchgear. The licensco
subsequently generated calculation No. CQD 053566, dated October .

10, 1991. The calculation demonstrated that the switchgears'
seismic qualification remained valid.

3.1.8 Fast Transfer from Unit Auxiliary Transformer to Systen
Aqxiliary Transformer

The licens'ee lacked an analysis to demonstrate fast transfer
logic. The team noted that during normal plant operation the 4kV
busses are supplied from the unit auxiliary transformer. In case
of loss of power from the normal source, the affected busses are
fast transferred to the alternate system auxiliary transformer.
However, the team noted that if the voltages are sufficiently out
of phase at-this ntage, the motors already connected to the
busses will experience high inrush current and transient torques.
This could cause failure of some motors. No study had been
perrormed to evaluate this concern.

The licensee responded by developing a calculation which
demonstrated that the fast transfer would be completed in 4,88
cycles with a motor volts / hertz ratio that would not exceed 1.33.
The values of six cycles and 1.33 motor volts /herta are
considered to be industry acceptable values. The-team found this

5
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response acceptable.

3.1.9 Startina__Voltaces at Safety Related Motors

The team noted that-the design documentation for the majority of
4kV and 480Vac safety related motors specified that the motor
starting voltage must be at least 80% of nominal voltage. This
is contrary to UFSAR Section 8.2.3.2.2 which states that all
safety related motors are capable of starting with voltage at
their terminals equal to 75% of the nominal values. Inadequate
motor starting voltages could prevent the motors from performing
their safety functions. The licensee acknowledged this concern
and indicated that this issue would be addressed as part of the
ongoing degraded voltage reviews being conducted at Commonwealth
Edison facilities.

The team considered the 80% motor starting voltage requirement
for safety related motors to be a deviation (373/91019-05A(DRS);
374/91019-05A(DRS)) from the commitment made in UFSAR Section
8.2.3.2.2.

3.1.10 EDG 2A Loading

The team noted that the loading calculation for EDG 2A identified
a continuous loading value of 2727kW. This is contrary to UFSAR
Table 8.3-1 which states that the continuous loading on EDG 2A is
2627kW. The EDG is rated for 2600kW continuous and 2860kW for
2000 hours. The licensee indicated that the safety significance
of this issue was minor since the 2000 hour rating was not
exceeded. The team concurred with this position; however, the
tean pointed out that the actual EDG 2A loading may be higher
than 2727kW since the existing loading calculation did not
account for all EDS losses such as cable losses.

The team considered the identified 2727kW loading of EDG 2A to be
a deviation (373/91019-05B(DRS); 374/91019-05B(DRS)) from the
commitment made in UFSAR Table-8.3-1.

3.^.11 Conclusion

The team did not identify any condition which would indicate that
the safety related'AC distribution systems would be unatie to
performs its safety function. A significant weakness was
observed in the area of 480Vac circuit breaker testing.
3. 2. D.g_Jvstama

The team reviewed the station Class 1E DC systems. The
inspection included the-review of the 125Vdc battery design with-
respect to sizing, duty cycle loading, electrolyte temperature,
battery age and capacity. The associated battery charger designs
were reviewed for total loading requirements and the bases of

6
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these calculations were checked for their adequacy. The battery
chargers' sizing and design criteria were reviewed for their
ability to meet applicable standards and power input / output
requirements. Short circuit calculations for the 125Vdc and the
250Vdc systems were reviewed relative to system parameters and
requirements, applicable standards, correctness, accuracy and
standard engineering practices. Voltage drop studies and cable
sizing calculations for the 125Vdc (ATWS circuit breaker
controls) and the 250Vdc system were reviewed relative to system
parameters and requirements, applicable standards, correctness,
accuracy and standard engineering practices. A review of
breaker / fuse coordination and sizing was performed to determine
if protection schemes for the DC systems conformed to standards
and practices used for station design.

3.2.1 Ratiery Sizina CalculatioD

The team's review of the battery sizing calculations indicated
that temperature, design, and aging margins were not applied when
sizing the Unit 2, Division 2, 125Vdc battery. Technical
Specification 3.7.7.1 allows the temperature in the battery room
to go down to 50'F. The team noted that at this temperature, the
battery would not have the required temperature margin of 19% to
ensure adequate voltage output. The team considered this to be a
design weakness. The licensee indicated that the battery was
scheduled to be replaced during the next Unit 2 refueling outage
in January 1992. This is considered an open item (374/91019-
08(DRS)) for the NRC to followup on the battery replacement.

3.2.2 125Vdc Batterv Main Fuse

The team determined that no fuse or circuit breaker was provided
to protect the 125V battery and the main distribution bus from
short circuits. A catastrophic failure of the battery could
occur if a fault is-not removed from tha battery in a matter of
milliseconds. The team considered the lack of a protective
device between the battery and main distribution bus to be a
design weakness.

3.2.3 125Vic Voltage Drgp Calculation

The team-determined that 125Vdc voltage drop analyses were not
available. The licensee stated that the cables feeding 125Vdc

-

loads were sized in accordance with Sargent and Lundy-

requirements and standards. To resolve this issue, the licensee <

performed a voltage drop analysis which considered four worst
case safety related circuits fed by the 125Vdc batteries.

,

: Subsequently, on November 26, 1991, the licensee provided voltage- '

drop calculation-No.- 4266/19D49. The team considered this i

calculation to adequately address the four circuits selected by '

the licensee. The licenseo committed to perform a comprehensive
125Vdc voltage drop study, to include safety related circuits.

7
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This study _will be completed by January 31, 1992. Ponding
completion of the study and subsequent NRC review, this item is
unresolved-(373/91019-03(DRS); 374/91019-03(DRS)). i

3.2.4 250Vdc Short circuit calculation
During review of the 250Vdc short circuit calculation, the team ,

noted that the values used for cable resistance woro i

nonconservativo. The cable resistanco values solocted reflected
elevated cable temperaturos instead of the minimum operating
temperatures. The licensoo subsequently revised the calculation ;
using the more conservativo resistanco values. Tho revised
calculation showed increased values of short circuit curront but
did not change the acceptability of the calculation. However,

,

the team considered the initial use of nonconservativo cable
resistances to be a design weakness.

3.2.5 250Vdc Voltage Drop qalculatign

During review of the voltago drop calculation for the Anticipated
'

Transient Without Scrab (ATWS) control circuit, the team noted
that the value used ror inrush curront (botwoon battery and !
battery bus) was nonconservativo. The licensee subsequently
revised the calculation using the more conservative inrush
current value. The revised calculation demonstrated that the
voltago available on the ATWS control circuit was acceptable.
However, the team considered the use of a nonconservativo valuo
to be design weakness.

3.2.6 Conclusion

The tusm dotormined that the overall design and installation of
the DC systems were generally acceptablo. Design attributes were
generally retrievable and verifiable. However, 125Vdc voltage
drop calculations 1 wore not available and the Unit 2 battery had
an inadequato design margin. Most of the concerns noted abovo
were due to insufficient attention to details when performing DC
system analyses.

3.3 Mechanical Systems

The team reviewed the adequacy of the mechanical system design
for support-of the EDGs. The review included system walkdowns,

- examination of thu mechanical support system design
documentation, engineering, vendor, purchasing and plant
operations-_ documents including the UFSAR, Technical
Specifications, and Regulatory Guides. The team examined
mechanical system calculations, process and instrument diagrams,
pump and fan performance curves, tuel oil tank capacitics,
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) flow diagrams,
manufacturers technical. manuals and detailed component drawings.

:t
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3.3.1 EDG Puel Oil Transfer and Storace Systems i

The team identified a number of deviations betwoon the as-built
EDG fuel oil transfer and storage systems and ANSI N-195.
Section 9.5.4.2 of the UFSAR states that the LaSallo EDG fuel oil ,

transfer and storage systems conform to the safety requirements
of ANSI N-195. The team' identified the following deviations to
this commitments

a. Section 7.3 of ANSI N-195 prohibits permanent f
interconnections betwoon the fuel oil storago tanks and
auxiliary equipment such as engine driven fire pumps.
Contrary to this requiremont, the laSallo fuol oil system
design had such a connection betwoon the Division 3 (llPCS)
storage tanks and the dicsol driven fire pump day tanks.
The licensoo evaluated this issue and concluded that the
fire pump connection did not affect the HPCS EDC minimum
fuel inventory because the piping of the fire pump fuel oil
transfer system was completely indopondent of the EDC fuel
oil transfer system piping. Further, significant loss of
fuel from the Division 3 storage tanks due to failuro of the
non-seismic diosol fire pump fuel transfer system was
provented by means of a fall-closed solenoid valvo. This
valve was-normally closed except when the diosol fire pump >

fuel transfer pump is operating. In addition, tho.HPCS EDG
minimum inventory included a 1000 gallons contingency margin -

for manual fire p' imp day tank filling, tonting and sampling.
The team agreed tth the licensee's ovaluu* ion.

b. Section 8 of ANSI N-195 requires that cach of the sovon day-

fuel oil storage tanks be provided with high lovel alarms.
Contrary to this requiremont, none of the storage tanks woro
provided with high level alarms. The licensoo evaluated
this issuo and subsequently concluded that the tank filling
proceduro would normally protect against overflow and that -

in the unlikely event an excessive amount of fuel oil was
added to the storage tanks, it would be directed to the room
sumps. An alarm set at 2'11" below the top of the sump was
signalled in the control room to alert the operator to
initiate appropriate action. The team agrood with the
licensee's ovaluation,

c .- Section 5.4 of ANSI N-195 requires that a minimum margin of
lot be added to the calculated minimum fuel storage
requirement if a conservative alternato calculation is not
used. Contrary to_this requirombnt, the team datormined
that a non-conservative approach had boon _used;in
datormining the minimum requiremont for on sito fuel storage
for the Division 3 EDGG and that the licensoo had'only
provided a 1000 gallons margin instead of the required lot,

margin (approximately 2975 gallons). The minimum required
on sito storage should be 32725 gallons instead of the

9
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29750 gallons specified in Section 3.8.1.1 of the Technical
Specifications. The licensee evaluated this issue and
subsequently concluded that the margin provided was
sufficient to allow for manual fire pump day tank filling,
testing and sampling. The team agreed with the licensee's
evaluation.

The team considered items a, b and c as oxamples of a deviation
(373/91019-05C(DRS); 374/91019-05C(DRS)) from UFSAR Section

,

9.5.4.2.

3.3.2 EDG Air Dampar

The team noted that the fresh air intake damper for each EDG room
was designed to fail in the closed position. Failure of the
damper in the closed position would cut off the supply of outside
air. This could result in EDG failure due to heat buildup in the
room. The team considered this a design weaknens.

3.3.3 EDG Air Start System

The team determined that the licensee had no piping stress
analysis for instrument air lines connected to the EDG air start
receivers. The team requested the licensee to demonstrate that
the lines could withstand a seismic event. During the course of
the audit, the licensee had an analysis prepared by Sargent and '

Lundy which demonstrated that the lines were adequately
supported.

3.3.4 Conclusion

The team concluded that the design and operability of the
mechanical systems supporting the LaSalle EDGs wore adequately
demonstrated during the course of the inspection. In general,
the team found the licensee's staff to be knowledgeable in their
respective fields of expertise, particularly the design and
operability of the EDG auxiliary systems and HVAC systems.

4.0 calibration. Surveillance Testina and confiauration
Control

The team performed walkdown inspections of the EDS to identify
the material condition of the electrica) equipment and panels.
Portions of the "as installed" configuration of the EDS were
examined to determine its compliance with design drawings and
documents. Certain electrical maintenance procedures and work
orders wore! reviewed to ensure tha EDS was being properly tested

,

and maintained. Data sheets from completed calibration and
-surveillance procedures were reviewed to verify the EDS operated
in accordance with-design specifications. The protective relay
setting drawings were reviewed to verify that calibration
requirements were addressed. The method used for fuse control

L 10
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was examined to ensuro correct fuso sizes and types were
installed.

,

4.1 Rolav Calibration Program
,

.

4.1.1 Time Dolay_Itelav Calibration

The team noted the following discrepancies betwoon design '

drawings and the EDG time delay relay sottings associated with
relays installed in panel ODGO3JBt

Actual Timo
Timo Sotting Sotting on

Tino Delay on Drawing the Relay.
_

'

Enlay No. Eunction 1soconds) isoconda)
,

K-32 Field Flash
Relay 5.0 1.5

K-33 Diesel Low Lube
' Oil pressuro

Bypass Relay 50.0 43.0

K-39 OVorcrank TD
Auxiliary Relay 15.0 14.0

The abovo-relays were part of the EDG-O start logic. The team
determined that these non Technical specification safety'rolated
relays woro not calibrated sinco plant startup and were not
included in the licensoo's-calibration program. Investigation by
the licensee revealed an additional two time delay relays
installed on EDG 1A and EDG 2A that were improperly set. The

,

licensoo stated that the as-found relay. settings would not
adversely affect EDG operability. The team considered the
failure to include non Technical Specification safety related EDG
timo delay relays in the station's calibration program to be a
violation of .0 CFR 50, Appendix B, Critorion XI (373/91019-1
01B(DRS); 374/91019-01B(DRS)).

4.2 Qggraded Voltagg

4.2.1 Dearaded Voltage Sotooint Melhnd21292

The team datormined that the setpoints for the degraded voltago
protection relays contained in Table 3.3.3-2 of the Technical
Specifications were not based on a setpoint methodology that
addressed all known errors associated with this instrument.- The
licensee, in response to FSAR Question Q31.159, committed to
address instrument accuracy, calibration, and drift allowance.

Technical Specification Table 3.3.3-2, Trip Function D.2.a
requires 3814 1 76 volto. Tho team's review of historical as-

11
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left and as-found data indicated that these relays had drifted as
much as -94.5 volts over a 4 month period which exceeded the 176
volt Technical Specification allowance. Sargent and Lundy
Calculation 4266/19AN15 also indicated an accuracy of +42 volts
is typical for the potential transformers associated with the
degraded voltage protection. Additionally, the relay
manufacturer and Sargent and Lundy identiflod other relay
tolerances that could add another 138.5 volto to the actual
setpoint.

Since the maximum deviation of 176 volts allowed by tbc Technical
Sponifications is not large enough to account for these errors
and the licensee lacks a setpoint methodology to establish a
setpoint with all known errors included, the relays may not
detect degraded voltage conditions and transfer safety loads to
the emergency diesel generators at a voltage level adequate to
ensure proper safety equipment performance or to prevent safety
equipment damage. The team considered this to be an example of a
deviation (373/91019-05D(DRS); 374/91019-05D(DRS)) from the
commitment made in response to FSAR Question Q31.159.

4.2.2 i W Vo1t DegrAdnqlLQltAqq

During the team's review of the degraded voltage protection, the
licensee provided an October 2, 1991, letter containing the
results of preliminary Sargent and Lundy and Dechtel calculations
intended to verify the adequacy of the existing degraded voltage
relay setpoint (3814 1 76 volts). These preliminary calculations
indicated that the current setpoint may be non-conservative in
that at least 4040 volts is required to start selected emergency
loads and that greater than 4040 volts is required to ensure that
all motor control circuits will have adequate voltage.

In response to the October 2, 1991 calculation results, the
licensee took the following compensatory me:surent

Increased the degraded voltage relay setpoints to 3885*

volts.

Increased undervoltage alarm setpoint to 4040 volts.*

Will declare 4160 volt bus inoperable if voltage is below*

4040 volts.

Will notify the load dispatchers to raise LaSalle switchyard'

voltage if voltage is less than 4040.

Will verify prcper operation of equipment that required*

greater than 4040 volts if voltage was colow 4040.

Also, the licensee committed to the following future actions:

12 I
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Complete motor control circuit (120 volt) voltago drop :
*

analysis for Division 3 by November 27, 1991. ;

' - Reviso preliminary calculations utilizing actual equipment
data by December 31, 1991.

Finalizo datos for all futuro actions (design changos,*

Technical Specification changes, etc.) required to correct ,

any issues resulting from revised calculations by April 30,
1992.

Ponding NRC review of the licensoo's ovaluation of this issue,
this is considered an unrosolved item (373/91019-06(DRS);
374/91019-06(DRS)). ,

4.3 Twrvo111anco Testino-Program

The team dotormined that surveillance testing of the Unit 1, '

Division 1, safety related loss of offsite power (LOOP)
undervoltago (UV) logic circuitry did not test the capability of ;

auxiliary relay. contacts to automatically do-onorgizo omargency
bus No. 141Y by tripping the associated tio broakors. The
licensoo-was performing this test function by do-onorgizing bus
No. 141Y by manually tripping breaker No. ACD 1412. This LOOP

,simulation did not demonstrate that the UV logic design could '

automatically do-onorgizo the omorgoney bus in response to an
undervoltage condition.

Failure of a tio breaker to trip open would provent the automatic
re-onorgization (by the omorgency diosol gonorator) of that
emergency bus in response to a LOOP or LOOP in conjunction with a
loss of coolant accident (LOCA). This finding affected all
safety related electrical divisions for both units (total of six
(6) divisions). The team considered the licensee's failure to
adequately.domonstrate the de-onorgization of the omorgency |busses in responso to a LOOP to be a violation (373/91019- -

07 (DRS) ; 374/91019-07 (DRS)) of Technical Specification
4.8.1.1.2.d.4. The licenseo entered the appropriate LCOs and3

took immediato correctivo actions. By November 8, 1991, the
licenseo had successfully demonstrated the capability of the
auxiliary relays to automatically trip their associated tio
breakers.

^

The team reviewed 43 additional survoillance tost proceduros and
concluded the quality of the procedaros was very good. Overall,
the licensce's surveillance test program was considered a
strength.

4.4 Electrical Field Imfip.g.ctions

During field inspections of safety related panels ODG03JD, 1H13-
P628, 2H13-P625, and 1H22-P028, the toan identified as-built
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discrepancies betwoon oloctrical design drawings and field
installations. Examplos included relay sotting, wiring, and fuso
size discrepancies. The team was informed that based on the
liconsee's evaluations of the discropancies, most of the
identiflod discrepancios were duo to drawing errors. The
licenson initiated corrective actions to address the drawing
deficiencies. The team considorod tho as-built discropancies to
be a weaknosa._ The team also noted that some of the electrical
components inside the panels contained excessivo dust. The
licensco was considering a proventivo maintenance program to
clean the panol components.

4.5 Fuso Control ProgEnn

The team observed that thras fusos installed in safety related
panel 1H13-PG29 woro not sized in accordance with design
specifications. Two fusos woro sized at 3A instead of the
required 5A and one fuso was sized at 15A instead of the required
10A. The licensco stated that the discropant fuses would be
replaced with the propor fusos. The team had no further

-- C o n c e r n s .

4.6 Material fondition
The team walked down the EDS to assosa the overall material
condition of-installed EDS components. The external condition of
the plant and equipment was generally good. However, the team
did observe a number of instancos in which housekooping
improvements were necessary including the nonsafety related,

switchyard battories which exhibited excessivo battery terminal
corrosion and excessivo dust noted on components in safety
related panels. The licensee initiated actions to correct
identified housekeeping deficiencies.

4.7 Conclusion

The team considered the licensee's surveillance program to be a
strength. However, a significant weakness was noted in the
licensee's methodology of testing undervoltago relays. In '

addition, soveral EDG safety related timo delay relays Woro not '

calibrated since initial plant operation.

5.0 Engineerina and Technical Support (E&TS1

The team assessed the licensoo's capability and performance-
regarding engineering and technical support associated with the
E OS . - The team reviewed the licensco's ongineering organization,
modification program, quality assurance audits and quality
verification program, adoquacy of engincoring interface with the
corporate engineering and with various plant departments, and the
training of electrical engineers. In addition, the team also
reviewed the licensee's programs for reporting equipment

14
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failures, 10 CI'R 50.59 ovaluations, and for root cause analysia,
such as problem analysis data sheeto (PADS).

5.1 Digineerital.ltaff.in Land __ Training

The team noted that the licensee had recently increased the
engineering utaff to approximately 90 engineers including 44
system engineern, since January 1990, the licennee hired
approximately 40 engineers. The licensco did not hava a formal
training program for cyntom engincorn. The exinting informal
program varied in duration from one to six wecka. The team
considered this to be a weaknens. The average engineering
experience for the engineering otaff was approximately two yearn.
The licensee stated that the more experienced engineern were
routinely assigned to support less experienced engineers.

The team noted that the cycten engineers were generally not
involved in trending equipment failurea, performing equipment
failure analynen or reviewing completed work requesta. The team
considered this to be a weakness.

:

5.2 DisinteLinLinterins:na
A comprehensive management plan was initiated to coordinate
9ngineering activition between corporate engineering and field
engineering offices. This plan delineated recponsibilities and
interfaces betwoon CECO engineering and CECO contractors. The
team considered management initiative in octablishing this
program to be a strength. During the inupection, the team
observed indications that the plan was having positive resultn.
However, the team identified weaknessen in the evaluation and
timely resolution of several technical issues which were a renult
of ineffective communication between CE"" engineering and Sargent
and Lundy. Examples included the uce ( unacceptable current
values during 480Vac circuit breaker testing and the lack of
calculations for potentially overloaded cable trays.

I

5.3 Conghtrdgn

The team concluded that overall, the licensee provided adequate
technical support to the operational staff. Engineering
organizations providing technical support were appropriately
staffed and the system engineers were generally dedicated.
However, the team noted thtt a large part of the plant
engineering staff was relatively inexperienced and received
minimal training.

6.0 Quality Programs

As part of the overall evaluation of the EDS, the team performed
a review of selected licensee initiated programs related to the
EDS. Areas reviewed included component aging program, load
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growth program, leuconn learned program, predictive maintenance
pro ram, modification program, and oclected quality accurance
and ts.

6.1 LQIinonn_Learne1LECQ9fD.D

The team noted during the inspection that two " Lessons Learned
Initial Notifications" were issued informing other Ceco planto of
significant EDSFI findings identified at LaSalle. These were the
inappropriate testing of overcurrent devicen on 400Vac circuit
breakerc and the licensee's failure to demonstrate the capability
of the loss of oftaite power undervoltage relay loglu to initiate
automatic deonergization of the emergency busen. Subsequently,
both Byron and Braidwood Stations identified the came problem at
their facilitier. The team considered the Loosono Learned
Program a otrongth,

6.2 qualitv Acurang_e (OM hus111n

The team reviewed several completed quality assurance audits
performed during early 1991. The audits covered areas such as
technical services, maintenance, and training. The team
determined that the quality of tre QA audita was improving. The
audits were thorough, comprehensive, generally performance ban el
and included observations of work being audited.

6.3 Engsti_q.tly e_Bn i n t e n DEUS _EIRGran

The licensee initiated predictive maintenance programs auch un
vibration analysis, periodic megger testo and lube oil analycle.
However, the team noted that the licensee had not yet initiated a
thermography program to detect loonc electrical connections.

6* Load Growth ProaraD1

'A . + oam noted that the licensee had instituted a procedure to
<Cr#rol changes to the loading of the EDS. No addition of a load
saa permitted without verifying that the distribution system
could accommodate this addition load without a detrimental effect
on the rest of the loads. The team considered this to be a
strength.

6.5 ConeInrdSE

The team considered the Lessons Learned Program and the Load
Growth Program to be strengths. In addition, the quality of the
QA audits selected for review was improving. A thermography
program had not been initiated to detect loose electrical
connections.
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7.0 Linicsolved Itema

Unrosolved items aro matters about which moro i? formation is
required in order to ascortain whether they are acceptable items,
violations, or deviations. Unresolved items disclosed during
this inspection are included in paragraphs 3.2.3 r.' 4.2.2.

8.O Q MJ1._Ilcan

open items are matters which have been discussed with the
licensoo, which will be reviewed further by tho team, and which
involve some action on the part of the HRC or licensee or both.
Open items disclosed are discussed in paragraphs 3.1.6 and 3.2.1.

9.O E_xit..IEtt.pIsley

The team conducted an exit meeting on 11ovember 8, 1991, at the
baSalle County Station to discuss the major areas reviewed during
the inspection, the strengths and weaknesses observcd and the
inspection results. Licensco reprenentativos and !JRC personnel
in attendance at this exit meeting are docu:nented in Appendix A
of this report. The team also discussed the likely informational
content of the inspection report with regard to documents
reviewed by the team during the inspection. The licensee did not
identify any such documents or processes as proprietary.
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Appendix A

P

E2mmDAWealth Edison Corn (Ceco)

* 11. Mlivianakis, Gonoral Manager, BWR Operations
*G. Wagnor, Nuclear Engineering Manager
*G. Diodorich, Station Manager
*W. R. Iluntington, Technical Superintendent
*R. Shields, Technical Staff Supervisor
*G. Swihart, License Coordinator, Regulatory Assurance
*1. Massin, BWR SD Superintendent, NED
*T. D. Williams, Site Design Supervisor,11ED
*R. J. Moravoc, Program Managor, ENC
*T. O'Brien, Mechanical / Structural Design Group, 11ED

U.. S.. . hq1 car Rectulatply__C2malanlon (NRC)

*T. Martin, Deputy Director, Divinion of Reactor Safety
*R. Gardner, Chief, Plant Systems Section, Division of Reactor
Safety

*C. Phillips, Resident Inspector, LaSallo County Station

*Donotos those attending the exit mooting on November 8, 1991.
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